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1 Introduction and Purpose
Capital Paving Inc. (“Capital Paving”) has applied for an Aggregate Resources Act (ARA) Licence for a Class A,
Category 3 Pit (above the water table) in the Township of Woolwich, Region of Waterloo for a property
located at Part of Lots 81 and 82, German Company Tract. The area proposed to be licensed under the ARA
is ± 93.5 ha with an extraction area of ± 67.9ha and is referred to as the “Shantz Station Pit”.
The proposed Shantz Station Pit requires the use, upgrades and construction of two access roads in order
to provide an internal haul road from the pit to Shantz Station Road. These two access roads are referred to
as the “Existing Access Road” and the “Proposed Access Road” and are described as follows:
Existing Access Road (1226 Maryhill Road):
The “Existing Access Road” refers to the existing private driveway that is located on the property
known municipally as 1226 Maryhill Road and provides access to Shantz Station Road. This
property is located to the north of the proposed pit. Currently, this access road is used by the
property owners as a residential driveway. More information regarding the background and
existing conditions of this Existing Access Road is provided in Section 3.1. Capital Paving has
entered into a lease agreement with the property owner, to use this driveway as part of the
internal haul road to provide truck access from Phase 1 of the pit to Shantz Station Road. The
existing driveway is proposed to be located within the Licenced area and regulated under the
Aggregate Resources Act in accordance with the notes and conditions on the Site Plan.
Upgrades would be required to the driveway to make it suitable for use an internal pit haul
road.
As outlined in Section 3.1, the existing driveway was constructed as a haul road for the former
Mann gravel Pit which was located on 1226 Maryhill Road. The existing driveway bisects the
Breslau Provincially Significant Wetland Complex (PSW) complex. The area on either side of the
driveway was identified by Riverstone Environmental as containing Key Natural Heritage
Features, including Significant Wetlands, Significant Woodlands, and Candidate Significant
Wildlife Habitat. The Breslau Wetland Complex is also designated as a “Core Environmental
Feature” by the Region of Waterloo. However, both the Ministry of Natural Resources PSW
mapping and Region of Waterloo Core Environmental Feature mapping, do not include the
driveway area within the mapped natural heritage features.
The wetland boundary on either side of the Existing Access Road has been surveyed and staked.
As detailed in this document, additional technical investigations and assessment, including
road design, has been completed to confirm that all road upgrades to the existing driveway
can be accommodated outside of the wetland limits.
Proposed Access Road through Wagner Woodlot:
The “Proposed Access Road” refers to a new road that is proposed to be constructed through
the Wagner woodlot in order to link the Existing Access Road to the Shantz Station Pit. More
information regarding this proposed road is located in Section 3.2. The road is proposed to be
located within the Licenced area and regulated under the Aggregate Resources Act in
accordance with the notes and conditions on the Site Plan. This road will be removed and
rehabilitated once extraction in the pit is complete.
Access Road Management / Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
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This woodland area where the Proposed Access Road will be located, is identified as ELC
community FOD5-4 (Dry-Fresh Sugar Maple-Ironwood Deciduous Forest) and is considered a
Significant Woodland and is also identified as Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat and is
identified as a “Core Environmental Feature” in the Region of Waterloo Official Plan. The
construction of the Proposed Access Road will require the removal of approximately 0.16ha of
woodland area. This represents approximately 4% of the area of significant woodland on the
Wagner property and about 0.2% of the overall contiguous Core Environmental Feature
designated on Map 4 of the Region of Waterloo Official Plan.
The greatest impacts to the woodland is through the removal of trees to construct the
Proposed Access Road into the Phase 1 of the pit. The proposed road alignment was identified
and staked by project ecologists to minimize direct loss of trees and canopy cover, avoid
potential habitat for sensitive wildlife species, and to maximize the separation distance
between the road and nearby wetland feature. The exact access road alignment is to be
finalized after licensing. This is the only Natural Heritage feature proposed to be removed as
part of the operation of the pit; however, this area will not be extracted and is located outside
of the limit of extraction.
This Access Road Management/Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan (ARM/EECP) facilitates a
comprehensive and balanced approach to the management of the aggregate resources as well as
protection of natural heritage features. The following natural heritage features are located on and adjacent
to the proposed area to be licensed (See Figure 1):
1. Significant Woodlands (Wagner Property)
Per the Region’s Official Plan, the forest/swamp complex on and north and northwest of the site is
identified as a Significant Woodland. This is based on size criteria and includes FOD, FOM and SWM
ELC vegetation communities.
2. Breslau Wetland Complex
Wetland areas located north and northwest of the proposed area to be licensed are part of the
Breslau Wetland Complex (Provincially Significant Wetland). This wetland straddles the Existing
Access Road to Shantz Station Road. Portions of this area are also identified as Candidate Significant

Wildlife Habitat.
3. Hopewell Creek Riparian Wetland Complex
The areas mapped as wetland to the east of the proposed licenced boundary are part of the
Hopewell Creek Riparian Wetlands Complex (locally significant wetland complex). The components
adjacent to the site, are riparian wetland patches in the valley of Hopewell Creek.
This ARM/EECP provides details on the specific construction, maintenance, mitigation, compensation, and
restoration that is being proposed in relation to the construction and use of the Proposed and Existing
Access Roads.
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2 Objectives & Policy Context
Approximately 0.36 ha of Significant Woodland is proposed to be removed for the construction and
upgrading of the Proposed and Existing Access Roads; this represents less than 1% of the total wooded area
on the east side of Shantz Station Road.
The objectives of this ARM/EECP are to ensure that - through mitigation, compensation and ecological
restoration - there will be no negative impact to the identified significant natural heritage features within
the Licence area and adjacent lands as a result of the use and construction of the Existing and Proposed
Access Roads. In addition, this ARM/EECP will also provide construction details to ensure that there will be
no development or site alteration within the Breslau PSW Complex that straddles the Existing Access Road.
The ARM/EECP details enhancement and restoration activities that will result in an overall net gain in
ecological function of the north portion of the proposed Licenced area and adjacent lands, including the
Breslau Wetland Complex and Hopewell Creek Wetland Complex.
This document includes:
1. Information on the existing conditions, and road design for the Proposed and Existing Access
Roads;
2. Mitigation and maintenance requirements for the proposed and Existing Access Roads.
3. A detailed description of the proposed restoration and enhancement activities;
4. Timing and phasing for the proposed restoration and enhancement activities; and,
5. Any required monitoring and mitigation for the proposed compensation and enhancement
activities.
The proposed restoration and enhancement activities will achieve a net gain in ecological function of the
area by enhancing connectivity, creating terrestrial and aquatic wildlife habitat, and reforesting/naturalizing
approximately 6.5ha within and adjacent to the licenced area.
This document includes two main sections:
•

Section 3 – Proposed and Existing Access Road Management Plan
Section 3 provides the details on how the proposed and Existing Access Roads will be constructed
and maintained and identifies the required mitigation measures needed to ensure that there are no
negative impacts to the identified significant natural heritage features.

•

Section 4 – Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
Section 4 includes specific details, including timing, planting specifications, maintenance and
monitoring for the proposed compensation and enhancement activities.

Section 3 and 4 of the ARM/EECP should be read in conjunction with the additional technical reports and
Site Plan submitted with the Shantz Station Pit Aggregate Resources Act application.
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Provincial Policy Statement

The Provincial Policy Statement (2014) currently prohibits development or site alteration, including mineral
aggregate extraction, within certain significant natural features, unless it has been demonstrated that there
will be no negative impacts to the feature or its’ function.
Policy 2.1.4 states that Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in

a) Significant wetlands in Ecoregions 5E, 6E and 7E and;
Policy 2.1.5 states that Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in
b) Significant woodlands in Ecoregions 6E and 7E
d) Significant wildlife habitat
unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the natural features or
their functions.
There is no development or site alteration proposed in the Provincially Significant Wetlands located
northwest and north of the proposed Licence boundary. The Existing Access Road is located outside of the
staked wetland boundary1. As assessed in the Natural Environment Report, there are no anticipated impacts
to the adjacent and surrounding PSWs.
The Proposed Access Road is located within a Significant Woodland and Significant Wildlife Habitat. As
outlined in this document, ecological compensation and enhancement, in addition to, specific mitigation
measures, will be used to ensure that there are no negative impacts to the natural features and their
ecological functions.
Provincial policy supports a comprehensive and integrated approach when addressing matters of provincial
interest. The PPS recognizes the interim nature of extraction, and that progressive and final rehabilitation
can mitigate negative impacts to the extent possible.
Policy 2.5.3.1 states that Progressive and final rehabilitation shall be required to accommodate subsequent

land uses, to promote land use compatibility, to recognize the interim nature of extraction, and to mitigate
negative impacts to the extent possible. Final rehabilitation shall take surrounding land use and approved
land use designations into consideration.
MNRF has confirmed that rehabilitation of mineral aggregate operations may also be taken into
consideration to help demonstrate consistency with Policy 2.1.5 b) of the PPS, when the rehabilitation of
significant woodlands and their ecological functions is scientifically feasible. This approach is referenced in
Section 2.3.3 of the MNRF Natural Heritage Reference Manual. Further, the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal
The Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT) has recognized ecological rehabilitation, compensation, and
enhancement as appropriate mechanism for mitigating impacts from development and satisfying the no
negative impacts policy test.

The wetland boundary was staked with Riverstone and the Grand River Conservation Authority on October 11, 2018.
This updated PSW boundary is included all of the figures in this report as well as Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry Land Information Ontario database.

1
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Growth Plan

The proposed Shantz Station Pit is located within the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) Growth Plan Area.
The Hopewell Creek valley is identified within the Natural Heritage System of the Growth Plan.
Approximately 16ha of the proposed licensed area is located within the Natural Heritage System. However,
the majority of the subject lands are located outside of the Natural Heritage System, including the northwest
woodland/wetland where access to the proposed pit is proposed.
Based on the site investigations completed through the Natural Environment Report (Riverstone
Environmental, May 2019), there are no significant wetlands, habitat of endangered and threatened species,
and significant woodlands within the Natural Heritage System identified within the proposed extraction
area. The connectivity of the key natural heritage and hydrologic features within the Natural Heritage System
associated with the Hopewell Creek valley will be maintained before, during and after extraction and
improved through the proposed ecological enhancements.
Policy 4.2.8.4 (a) of the Growth Plan states that “For rehabilitation of new mineral aggregate operation sites,

the following apply:
a) the disturbed area of a site will be rehabilitated to a state of equal or greater ecological value and,
for the entire site, long-term ecological integrity will be maintained or enhanced;
The majority of the property is currently in an active agricultural condition and will be returned to an
agricultural use through progressive and final rehabilitation. The only natural features proposed to be
removed for the proposed pit are the 0.16ha of woodland required for the new access road through the
Wagner woodlot and some removal of vegetation along the edges of the existing access road on 1226
Maryhill road. The minor loss of these natural heritages features will be replaced through compensation
plantings within, and adjacent, to the proposed Licenced area (see Section 4). This will enhance the
connection and long-term ecological integrity between the northwest woodland/wetland and the
Hopewell Creek valley east of the site. The area of the woodland proposed to be removed from the driveway
extension will be closed and replanted immediately following completion of the pit operations.

2.3

Region of Waterloo Official Plan Policies

On Map 4 of the Region of Waterloo Official Plan (ROPP), The Breslau Wetland Complex and the Significant
Woodlands located on the Wagner property are identified as being designated as “Core Environmental
Features”. There are no Core Environmental Features located within the proposed extraction area; however,
the Proposed Access Road is located within a designated Core Environmental Feature. The Existing Access
Road is located outside of the Core Environmental Feature.
Policy 7. C.9 of the ROPP states that:

“Development or site alteration will not be permitted within Core Environmental Features, except
for...:

d) infrastructure projects in accordance with Policies 7.C.12 and 7.C.13; or
e) mineral aggregate operations in accordance with the policies in Chapter 9; Any
application for development or site alteration for the above uses will require the
submission of an Environmental Impact Statement, to the satisfaction of the
Region, to determine the mitigation measures to be implemented, as appropriate,
through the development review process”
Access Road Management / Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
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Any application for development or site alteration for the above uses will require the submission of
an Environmental Impact Statement, to the satisfaction of the Region, to determine the mitigation
measures to be implemented, as appropriate, through the development review process”
Development and site alteration are not permitted within Core Environmental Features except for
infrastructure projects and mineral aggregate operations, among other uses. An Environmental Impact
Statement has been prepared and submitted as part of the proposed pit application.
Policy 9.C.6 states that “New mineral aggregate operations will not be permitted on lands designated as

Core Environmental Features, except in accordance with the following…:
“(b) within Significant Woodlands, Environmentally Significant Valley Features and/or Significant
Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest, new mineral aggregate operations may be permitted where the
features consists of habitats that can be effectively replaced or restored within a reasonable period of
time, such as:

i. areas of crop or pasture;
ii. plantation;
iii. early successional habitat;
iv. areas of high disturbance;
v. areas of low ecological diversity with high percentage of non-native species;
vi. small areas of non-provincially significant marsh or thicket wetland;
vii. old field meadow;
viii. hedgerows;
ix. minor areas on the perimeter of the features; or
x. drainage swales; and
c) the owner/applicant must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Region that:
i. the portion of the Core Environmental Feature affected by the mineral aggregate extraction will be
replaced or restored within a reasonable period of time with habitat of greater extent and/or
ecological value as part of the rehabilitation plans, to promote, where possible, a net ecological gain,
or in the case of habitat of endangered or threatened species, compliance with provincial and federal
requirements have been achieved;
ii. there will be no adverse environmental impacts to the environmental features or ecological functions
and connectivity of the residual areas of the Core Environmental Feature;
iii. the quantity, quality and direction of local surface water and groundwater will be maintained or
enhanced; and
iv. the extraction of mineral aggregate resources will be completed, and the area will be rehabilitated, as
early as possible in the life of the operation.”
Within significant woodlands (Policy 9.C.6 (b)), new mineral aggregate operations may be permitted where
the feature consists of habitat “that can be effectively replaced or restored within a reasonable period of
time”. The policy lists 10 examples where this may occur. The list is not intended to be exclusive but rather
examples based on the “such as” language in 9.C.6 (b). No extraction is proposed to occur within the Core
Environmental Feature; however, the construction of the Proposed Access Road will require the temporary
removal of a small portion of the feature.
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In accordance with the Region of Waterloo Official Plan Policy 9.C.6, this ARM/EECP, in addition to the Level
1 & 2 Natural Environment Report (Riverstone, May 2019) provides and outlines:
•
•
•
•

The specific details on how the small area of Significant Woodland that is proposed to be removed
for the construction of the Proposed Access Road will be both replaced and restored within a
reasonable time;
The specific management actions that will be taken to ensure that there will be no adverse
environmental impact to the Core Environmental Feature, its ecological function and connectivity;
Mitigation measures to protect the quantity and quality of surface water and groundwater; and
Details on the timing of the proposed restoration and enhancement activities.

As reviewed in the MHBC Planning Report, the construction of a new road may also be permitted within
the significant woodland based on the policy direction provided in 7.C.12 and 7.C.13.

3 Access Road Management Plan
3.1

Description of Existing Access Road (1226 Maryhill Road)

The existing driveway is located on 1226 Maryhill Road and is used by the property owner as a residential
driveway. This driveway was originally constructed as a truck access road for use by the former Mann
Construction gravel pit (“Mann Pit”) which was located on 1226 Maryhill Road. The Mann Pit used this road
for trucks until the early-2000’s when the Mann Pit ARA Licence was surrendered. The Pit has since been
rehabilitated and the property is now used for agricultural and residential purposes.
When the access road was originally constructed, it was built to withstand heavy gravel pit truck traffic.
Although the driveway has not been used for truck traffic since the early-2000’s, the original gravel roadbase and road-bed width remain.
Based on preliminary geotechnical investigations, the depth of the existing road base varies from about
382mm to 914mm and is comprised of granular materials. The width of the existing road varies between
6.2m to about 12.0m. Since the Mann Pit Licence was surrendered in the early-2000s, early successional
vegetation including: Eastern White Cedar (Thuja occidentalis), Tamarack (Larix laricina), Yellow Birch (Betula
alleghaniensis), Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea), and Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) have established on
the edges of the existing road base.
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry mapping (i.e. Land Information Ontario) for the Breslau PSW
Complex does not include the existing driveway within the wetland boundary (see Figure 1). On October
11, 2018 the wetland boundary on either side of the existing driveway was confirmed and staked with staff
from Riverstone Environmental and the Grand River Conservation Authority. The staked wetland boundary
was surveyed using Total Station by Capital Paving staff and this updated wetland boundary has been
provided to, and approved, by the MNRF.
In accordance with Provincial and local policies, no development or site alteration is proposed in the Breslau
PSW Complex. All road upgrades and vegetation removal will occur outside of the staked wetland boundary.

3.2

Description of Proposed Access Road through Wagner Woodlot

As shown in Figure 2, a Proposed Access Road will be constructed through the woodlot located in the
northwest corner of the licenced area, on the Wagner property, that is identified as a significant woodland.
This Proposed Access Road is required to connect the Existing Access Road with the processing and shipping
Access Road Management / Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
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area of the Shantz Station Pit. The Proposed Access Road will be about 160m in length, about 8-10m in width
and will require approximately 0.16ha of forest removal. No extraction is proposed within the woodland.
The wooded area where the Proposed Access Road will be located is comprised of a FOD 5-4 (Dry-Fresh
Sugar Maple-Ironwood Deciduous Forest) with Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) being the dominant tree
species and a high frequency of associate trees that include Ironwood (Ostrya virginiana), and Basswood
(Tilia americana). The understory consists primarily of regeneration tree species consistent with the species
composition of the overstory. The herbaceous layer is sparse within the interior of this woodland with Wild
Ginger (Asarum canadense), Pennsylvania Sedge (Carex pennsylvanica), and Three-seeded Sedge (Carex
trisperma). The community occurs in an area of sandy gravel between wetlands and patches of lowland
forest on well-drained soil more typically associated with Oak woodland ELC types. Interior areas are hardsoiled with flat micro-topography suggesting the soil moisture regime is Dry with more Fresh soil conditions
occurring on the northeast and western side adjacent to the wetland and lowland forest communities. This
is a very common ELC community in southern Ontario and the Region of Waterloo – see photos in Appendix
B. This portion of the woodland has been actively managed by the landowner for several decades and has
been selectively harvested for lumber and firewood over the years. Many of the beech trees are showing the
later signs of beech bark disease.
Alternative access road connections, through the north portion of the license were assessed by the project
team, but were determined to be less feasible due to a number of factors, including: proximity to the wetland
pockets (Northern Ponds) and visual/acoustical impacts to the residential landowner to the north. Additional
details and rationale for use of the Proposed and Existing Access Roads can be found in the Appendix 2 of
the Planning Justification Report and Summary Statement (MHBC, May 2019).
The preliminary alignment shown on Figure 2 for the Proposed Access Road was selected based on field
investigations undertaken by Riverstone Environmental Staff to minimize direct loss of trees and canopy
cover, avoid potential habitat for sensitive wildlife species (e.g., several trees with cavities), and to maximize
the separation distance between the road and nearby wetland features.
As it may be a number of years until the Shantz Station Pit is licensed, environmental conditions within the
woodlot may change and an adjustment to the proposed road alignment may be required to avoid wildlife
habitat. Therefore, it is recommended that a note on the ARA site plan state that “the proposed access road

should be laid out and staked with a qualified biologist to avoid key tree specimens where possible.”
Additional details regarding the proposed construction, mitigation, and maintenance of this road are
outlined in the following sections.

3.3

Required Construction, Upgrades, and Improvements to Access Roads
Existing Access Road (1226 Maryhill Road) to Shantz Station

3.3.1.1

Grading / Re-surfacing

An additional 150mm of Granular A material will be added to the Existing Access Road from the entrance
onto Shantz Station Road to the location of the Proposed Access Road through the forested area. Once
graded, 50mm of hot mix asphalt will be laid on this section of the access road to reduce ongoing
maintenance requirements, dust, and debris track out onto Shantz Station Road. Details regarding the
ongoing maintenance requirements of the Existing Access Road are detailed in Section 3.4.

Access Road Management / Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
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Barrier, Fencing, and Erosion Control

As shown on the detailed road drawings included in Appendix C, concrete jersey barriers are proposed to
be installed along the edge of the existing road and outside of the wetland boundary. During road upgrades,
temporary sediment and erosion control fencing will also be installed along the existing roadway, to ensure
that material does not migrate outside of the approved road alignment. The purpose of the permanent (i.e.
jersey barrier) fencing is to minimize impacts on the adjacent wetland by:
• Ensuring all truck traffic stays within the road area; and,
• Preventing wildlife (amphibians, reptiles and small mammals) from accessing the travelled surface
of the road thereby reducing the potential for mortality.
Control mechanism such as sweeping and, if required, washing will be used to ensure that there is minimal
mud and dirt track out on the road.
3.3.1.3

Culvert Locations and Specifications

Based on additional site investigations, it has been determined that the installation of culverts along the
existing driveway is not required. As the wetland flow is primarily east to west, the installation of culverts
would not contribute to hydrologic connectivity. From a wildlife crossing perspective, OMNRF (2016) 2
recommends that culverts be as large as possible to facilitate use by reptiles and amphibians. Best
management practices recommend that culverts be a minimum of 1.5 m in diameter. Given the current and
proposed condition of the access road, it is not possible to install culverts of sufficient diameter to meet the
design specifications without significant increases to the road footprint. Additionally, based on conditions
within the larger landscape, there is a low likelihood that there is a wildlife movement corridor that extends
north-south in this location. As such, specific structures to facilitate wildlife crossing are not included as part
of this plan.

Proposed Access Road through Wagner Woodlot
3.3.2.1

Road Construction

The Proposed Access Road through the woodlot is proposed to be 8-10m wide and about 160m long. The
road will be constructed of granular materials to a minimum depth of 450mm and overlaid with a 50mm
layer of hot-mix asphalt to reduce the need for ongoing grading and maintenance. As shown on Figure 2,
an initial route has been identified through the FOD 5-4 forested community. This alignment was selected
in order to avoid:
•
•
•

The 30m setback from the identified Key Natural Heritage Features, to the extent possible;
The Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat in the FOD6-1 ELC community to the west and the
Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat in the SWT2-1 ELC community to the east;
The PSW (Breslau Wetland Complex) located to the west and the east.

Prior to the construction of the new access road through the woodlot, the final alignment will be reviewed
and staked by a qualified biologist to confirm that no Species at Risk are present and to avoid key tree
specimens. In addition, tree removal will occur outside of breeding bird and bat roosting season. As outlined
in Section 3.4.2, the forest soils removed for the construction of the new access road will be immediately
used in the compensation and enhancement areas to facilitate the reforestation of these areaa.
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. April 2016. Best Management Practices for Mitigating the Effects
of Roads on Amphibians and Reptile Species at Risk in Ontario. Queen’s Printer for Ontario. 112 pp.

2
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Barriers, Fencing, and Erosion Control

Prior to construction, temporary erosion and silt fencing will be installed along both sides of the Proposed
Access Road through the woodlot. The temporary erosion fencing will remain in place during road
construction activities.

3.4

Proposed Mitigation, Maintenance, and Improvements for Access Roads
Existing Access Road to Shantz Station (1226 Maryhill Road)

The following mitigation and maintenance measures will be implemented for the use of the Existing Access
Road:
3.4.1.1
•
•
•
3.4.1.2
•
•
•
•
3.4.1.3

During construction:
The removal of any mature trees will occur outside of Breeding Bird and potential SAR bat roosting
(April 1 to October 15) season;
Where possible, smaller native trees and seedlings growing on the existing road base that are
required to be removed, will be salvaged and replanted in identified enhancement areas; and
Ensure all jersey barriers and erosion fencing is installed prior to any grading.
Maintenance – During Pit Operations:
No salt or chemical de-icer will be used on the Existing Access Road;
The access road will be paved to reduce dust impacts and reduce maintenance requirements;
No chemical dust suppressants will be used. Only water will be used when required; and
Road washing or sweeping will occur on an as needed basis.
Post-Operation – Pit Closure

Once final rehabilitation of the pit is completed, the Existing Access Road will be decommissioned as an
internal haul route. The road will continue to be used as a residential driveway for the property owner of
1226 Maryhill Road. The extent of the decommissioning of the road (i.e. reduction in width and removal of
asphalt surface) will occur at the discretion of the landowner who will continue to use the road as a private
residential driveway. No ongoing maintenance of the road will be undertaken by Capital Paving, once the
ARA Licence is surrendered.

Proposed Access Road through Wagner Woodlot
The following mitigation and maintenance measures will be implemented for the use of the Proposed
Access Road:
3.4.2.1
•
•
•

•

During Construction:
Prior to construction, the final road alignment to be staked and surveyed by a qualified
biologist/ecologist to avoid mature trees to the extent possible.
The removal of any mature trees will occur outside of breeding Bird and potential SAR bat roosting
(April 1 to October 15) season;
Where possible, smaller native trees and seedlings growing on the existing road base that are
required to be removed, will be salvaged and replanted in identified enhancement areas or on
adjacent lands; and
Ensure erosion fencing will be installed prior to any grading and maintained as required.
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Maintenance – During Pit Operations:
No salt or chemical de-icer will be used on the Proposed Access Road.
The access road will be paved to reduce dust impacts and reduce maintenance requirements.
No chemical dust suppressants will be used. Only water will be used when required.
Road washing or sweeping will occur on an as needed basis.
Post-Operation – Pit Closure

Once rehabilitation in phase 1 is completed, the access road through the woodlot will be removed and
rehabilitated as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Removal of granular road base;
If required, ripping/tilling of the road base area to alleviate compaction;
Replacement of approximately 0.5m of topsoil;
Soil additives such as compost or manure may be added to the soil to improve organic content;
Tree planting will occur in the first appropriate planting season following the removal of the road;
Trees planted are recommended to be a variety of heights consisting of bare root stalk a minimum
of 30 cm in height. All planting stalk is to be in good condition without broken stems or moldy or
rotten roots with a sufficiently developed root ball to sustain planting. Selecting trees of a variety of
heights is strongly suggested;
All installed woody plants (i.e., trees and shrubs) should be native to local area and suitable to site
conditions (e.g., light regime, moisture regime, etc.);
Tree species to be used are suitable for the area and include Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum), Black
Cherry (Prunus serotina), Eastern White Pine (Pinus strobus) and Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga
canadensis);
Trees should be planted approximately 5 m apart to increase rooting and provide stabilization with
90 to 110 trees being planted;
All tree installations should include rodent guards that are flush with the ground surface;
Trees are to be planted in a staggered pattern to simulate natural regeneration and allow for natural
re-generation to infill spaces;
To aid in reducing competition and increasing soil moisture retention a one-time treatment of
planting mulch is to be installed around all trees and shrubs. Mulch is not to touch the stem of any
trees or shrubs;
The reforested access road area will be monitored for three years to ensure adequate stocking and
survival rates. If required, additional stocking/replacement plantings will occur; and
Invasive species will be monitored and removed during the three year monitoring period, using
best management practices.

4 Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
The connectivity between the northern wetlands and northwest woodlands (including the Core
Environmental Feature) and the Hopewell Creek valley east of the site were the focus of the design of the
Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan. The overall objectives of the EECP are to:
•

Compensate for the temporary and reversible loss of woodland features through the construction
of the new access road which will connect the pit with the existing driveway; and,
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Achieve an overall net-gain in ecological function of the existing natural heritage features adjacent
to, and surrounding, the proposed Shantz Station pit through ecological enhancement activities.

As assessed in the Natural Environment Report, the proposed restoration and enhancement activities will
increase the natural connectivity between the major landscape ecological features in addition to
enhancing the biodiversity of the area.
The EECP will add approximately 6.5 ha of overall naturalization/reforestation, combined with other habitat
elements (e.g., new wetland area) to create a linkage between the Core Environmental Feature (significant
woodland and Breslau PSW) and Hopewell Creek valley. As outlined in the Natural Environmental Report,
the proposed ecological enhancements on adjacent lands and the implementation of the rehabilitation
plan within the licenced area, will result in a net ecological gain when fully implemented. Therefore, the
removal of a small portion of the Significant Woodland for the construction of the new access road (i.e. Core
Environmental Feature) and minor vegetation clearing required for the upgrading of the existing access
road, will be replaced and a net environmental gain will be achieved. As outlined in Section 5, a phased
approach to the ecological enhancement activities is proposed and will occur over the life of the pit.
As shown on Figure 3, the following restoration and enhancement activities and features are proposed
within the Licenced area and on adjacent lands:
A. Pond Creation on Adjacent Lands
A small pond feature (approximately 0.2ha) is proposed to be created north of the area proposed to
be licensed on the adjacent property. The pond feature will provide general aquatic habitat for a
variety of taxa (e.g., invertebrates, amphibians, turtles, birds, bats etc.) and will increase the ecological
linkage and connectivity between the western Breslau PSW and eastern Hopewell Creek wetland
complex by providing an aquatic refuge area in this corridor.
B. Reforestation/Naturalization on Adjacent Lands to the North
The reforestation and naturalization on the property located north of the proposed Licence, along
the corridor area between the Breslau PSW and the Hopewell Creek wetland complex, is proposed
as part of the compensation plan. As shown on Figure 3 and outlined in Table 2 and Table 5,
naturalization/reforestation is proposed to occur in different “zones” and with varying densities of
plantings, infill plantings, and the active management of areas that are currently naturally evolving
to forest. This area was selected for enhancement and compensation activities as it is not currently
in agricultural production and is strategically located between the Breslau PSW complex to the west
and the Hopewell Creek valley wetland complex to the west. There are a number of existing natural
heritage features in this area that will be improved through the proposed enhancement and
compensation activities.
C. Rehabilitation of the Access Road through the Wagner Woodlot
Once extraction in the pit is complete, the access road through the Wagner woodlot will be fully
decommissioned and reforested. The intent is for this area to return to its pre-existing condition.
D. Reforestation and Naturalization of pit side slopes, areas within the ARA Licence, and adjacent
lands on the Wagner Property
Access Road Management / Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan
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Within the Licensed area, select side slope areas (created through extraction) and some adjacent
areas north and east of the extraction area are proposed to be naturalized with native grasses and
supplemented with tree and shrub plantings.

4.1

Pond Creation and Adjacent Nesting Habitat

A small pond approximately 0.2ha in size is proposed to be created on the property north of the proposed
licenced area, in the approximate location shown on Figure 3.

Timing
Construction of a new pond feature is to occur during the middle portion of the growing season (i.e.,
July/August). This timing avoids the active turtle nesting season and ensures that the new pond is present
in the spring to benefit from runoff and meltwater prior to the active season. The pond will be constructed
within two years of site preparation occurring in Phase 1.

Site Works, Site Preparation & Land Form Creation
The following outlines the parameters for the construction of the new pond:
4.1.2.1
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
4.1.2.2
•
•
•
•

Pond Construction
The pond will be approximately 0.2 ha in size and constructed to provide an area that contains a
minimum sustained water depth of 1.0 m. Water depths within the pond are expected to be variable
throughout the year; however, water will be present in the feature throughout the ice free season.
Approximately 50% of the pond area should have a maximum depth of 2.5 m (wet depth) during
average water levels and contain a minimum of 1.0 m depth during annual low water conditions.
Average pond depths should allow portions of the pond to dry completely during low water
conditions, but still maintain permanent water of at least 1.0 m.
Slopes associated with the ponds should be variable. To permit access to the ponds by a variety of
species, areas of slopes 3:1 or less are to be present.
The pond is to contain several basking structures to be constructed from natural features (e.g., logs,
rock piles, etc.). The diameter of features should vary to permit use by small and large turtles.
Logs and root wads should be placed at a variety of angles and water depths. The majority of these
should extend from the bank into the open water with a smaller number being installed parallel to
the shoreline.
Where possible, logs used for basking structures should contain limbs. Where available, full trees
(canopy and root ball) can be used as basking structures.
Substrates within the pond should be dominated by ‘muck’ organics, especially within the deeper
sections of the pond.
The pond is to be planted with aquatic and emergent vegetation. Where possible, species that will
produce floating mats of vegetation should be prioritized.
Adjacent Nesting Habitat
Nesting features are to be constructed within 10 m of the new pond.
Nesting features are to be a minimum of 6m² in area and will be located in sites that receive 6-8
hours of direct sunlight.
Slopes within and surrounding the nesting habitat should not exceed 15%
Nesting features are to be constructed of:
o A base layer of course sand (0.3 m deep) overlaid with geotextile.
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o A nesting layer of 0.3-0.4 m deep sand/gravel mix. A gravel mix of 1/8” to ¾” washed material
is recommended.
4.1.2.3
•
•

Pond Area Planting Plan
Restoration plantings are to be located a minimum of 5m from the nesting features.
Plantings will include the species listed in Table 1, based on availability:
Table 1: Pond and Adjacent Habitat Planting List

Aquatic vegetation
Riparian Vegetation
Stonewort species (Chara sp.)
Dogwood species (Cornus sp.)
Coontail species (Ceratophyllum Common Winterberry (Ilex verticillate)
sp.)
Water-lily species (Nymphaea sp.)
Arrowhead species (Sagittaria sp.)
Cattails Species (Typha sp.)
Water weeds

Monitoring and Maintenance
•
•

4.2

For three years after the construction, the turtle nesting habitat will be tilled to remove vegetation
and discourage plant growth, if required.
For the first three years, any restoration plantings that fail to establish will be replaced.

Reforestation/Naturalization on Adjacent Lands to the North

Reforestation is proposed to occur north of the Licence area on adjacent lands. This area will be planted in
different “Zones” as identified on Figure 3 and summarized in Table 2. Plantings will include moderate
density plantings, supplementation/infill plantings, and the management of natural regeneration areas.
Table 2: Overview of Planting Zones

Planting Zone
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
Zone 6
Zone 7

Description of Rehabilitation / Enhancement
Moderate Density Tree & Shrub plantings
Low Density, supplemental plantings (Pods)
Supplemental tree and shrub planting
No plantings. Maintenance only.
Full reforestation
Naturalize with native grasses and supplemental tree and shrub
plantings
Naturalize with native grasses and supplemental tree and shrub
plantings
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Timing
•
•

•
•

Tree clearing should occur outside of the breeding bird and bat roosting season (April 1 – October
15)
At the time of the new access road creation, all forest soils stripped are to be stockpiled for use in
the site preparation of the areas to be reforested. The stockpiling of forest soils will be limited as
much as possible and direct and immediate transfer to the reforestation areas prioritized.
Site preparation should occur between May 1st and November 1st.
The optimal time for tree and shrub planting is the spring (i.e., May) or fall (i.e., mid-September to
early-October).

Site Preparation
•
•

•
•

Forest soils stripped along the Proposed Access Road shall be preserved to be used as a base in the
proposed reforestation areas.
The area to be reforested (i.e. Zone 1 – See Section 5) should be amended with a minimum of 25
cm of preserved forest soils prior to tree and shrub planting. Any remaining forest soils should be
used in the Zone 2 planting area.
If additional imported top-soil material is required, material should be sourced from an area
confirmed free of invasive species and suitable for the site.
Soil compaction should be avoided to provide optimal conditions for plant growth of the existing
and new vegetation. Where required the soil will be tilled prior to planting.

Planting Plan for Reforestation/Naturalization Zones
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

A qualified person (e.g. biologist, forester) should be present to inspect the site during the planting,
and at the completion of the planting to ensure compliance with the EECP. This person will consult
on the placement of plants, proper site preparation, planting techniques, timing etc.
For all zones, planting woody plants (i.e., trees and shrubs) are to be field fit to avoid existing
established vegetation.
Trees should be planted approximately 5m apart to increase rooting and provide stabilization.
Shrubs should be planted approximately 3m apart to increase rooting and provide better
stabilization.
The density of plantings are to follow recommendation for each Zone as indicated below:
o Zone 1 – 35 to 55 Trees and 70 to 90 Shrubs
o Zone 2 – 55 to 75 Trees and 130 to 150 Shrubs
o Zone 3 – 90 to 110 Trees and 220 to 240 Shrub
All installed woody plants (i.e., trees and shrubs) should be native to local area and suitable to site
conditions (e.g., light regime, moisture regime, etc.). Table 3 below lists tree, shrub species to be
used that are suitable for the area.
It is recommended that all species of trees and shrubs listed in Table 3 be utilized in the planting
plan.
Trees planted are recommended to be a variety of heights consisting of bare root stalk a minimum
of 30 cm in height. All planting stalk is to be in good condition without broken stems or moldy or
rotten roots with a sufficiently developed root ball to sustain planting. Based on availability, selecting
trees of a variety of heights is recommended.
All tree installations should include rodent guards that are flush with the ground surface.
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All installed shrubs are recommended to consist of potted material in 1-3 gallon pots, or bare root
stock that are at least 25 cm high, depending on availability.
Trees and shrubs are to be planted in a staggered pattern to simulate natural regeneration and allow
for natural re-generation to infill spaces.
To aid in reducing competition and increasing soil moisture retention a one-time treatment of
planting mulch is to be installed around all trees and shrubs. Mulch is not to touch the stem of any
trees or shrubs.
Any woody plant root defects (e.g., girdling) should be corrected prior to installation.
All woody plants should be installed such that the root crown/trunk flare is exposed above the soil
surface to ensure proper oxygenation of the rooting zone.
Plantings will include the species identified in Table 3, based on availability:
Table 3: Reforestation Planting Plan

Trees
Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea)

Riparian Vegetation
Choke Cherry (Prunus virginiana)

Eastern White Pine (Pinus strobus)
Tamarack (Larix laricina)

Staghorn Sumac (Rhus typhina)
Red Raspberry (Rubus idaeus)

Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)

Smooth Serviceberry (Amelanchier
laevis)
Common
Blackberry
(Rubus
allegheniensis niensis)

Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides)
Bigtooth Aspen (Populus grandidentata)
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina)
White Birch (Betula papyrifera)
Yellow Birch (Betula alleghaniensis var.
fallax)
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)
American basswood (Tilia americana)

Monitoring and Maintenance
•

•

4.3

Re-forested areas will be monitored in the spring and late fall for a three-year period from date of
installation to assess plants for survival. Plants that do not survive initial installation are to be replaced
within the three-year monitoring period.
Re-forested areas shall be monitored for invasive species with any detected invasive species being
removed using best management practices.

Reforestation and Naturalization of Pit Side Slopes, Areas within the ARA Licence,
and Adjacent Lands on the Wagner Property

The area to be Licenced will be returned to a predominately agricultural condition. However, select pit sideslopes within the Licenced area, as well as some adjacent areas to the north and east of the Licence area
that are located on the Wagner property, are proposed to be naturalized with native grasses and forbes and
supplemented with tree and shrub plantings. These areas are identified in Figure 3.
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Timing
•
•
•

Rehabilitation of the side-slope areas within the Licenced area will be progressive as outlined on the
Site Plan drawing 2 of 5.
Site preparation should occur during the vegetative growing season between May 1 and November
1.
The optimal time for planting grasses and forbes is early spring (i.e., March to April) or fall (i.e., after
September 1 to ground freeze up).

Site Preparation
•
•
•
•
•

Topsoil stripped from within the licence area and stockpiled will be used for the preparation of the
side-slope areas to be naturalized.
A minimum of 25 cm of topsoil will be established before naturalization.
If additional imported fill material is required, to the extent possible, material should be sourced
from an area confirmed free of invasive species and suitable for the site.
Compaction of topsoil should be avoided to provide optimal conditions for plant growth and root
establishment.
Adjacent areas located outside of the licence area will be tilled prior to planting, if required.

Naturalization Planting Plan
•
•

Side slopes and naturalization areas should be broadcast seeded with the following suggested
species listed in Table 4, based on availability:
Seed coverage will be to sow at a rate of 25 kg/ha or as specifications on seed mixture
Table 4: Naturalization Area Planting List

Grasses
Canada Wild Rye (Elymus canadensis)
Switchgrass

Forbes
New England Aster (Aster novae-angliae)
Black-Eyed Susan (Rudbeckia hirta)

Indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans)
Little
Bluestem
(Schizachyrium
scorpanium)
Virginia Wild Rye (Elymus virginicus)

Blue Vervain (Verbena hastata)
Boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum)
Dense Blazing Star (Liatris spicata)
Foxglove Beard-tongue (Penstemon digitalis)
Showy Tick Trefoil (Desmodium canadense)
Wild Bergamot (Monarda fistulosa)

Monitoring and Maintenance
•
•

Naturalized areas will be monitored and maintained until they are self-sustaining (at least 90%
coverage rate). Areas that fail to establish or don’t meet a 90% coverage rate are to be replanted
Naturalized area shall be monitored for invasive species with any detected invasive species
being removed using best management practices.
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5 Summary of Timing and Phasing of proposed Compensation
and Enhancement activities
Table 5 summarizes the rehabilitation and compensation activities. The enhancements proposed outside of
the Licence area on the property to the north, will occur within the first five years of the start of stripping
and site preparation (i.e. stripping, vegetation removal, construction of berms etc.) in Phase 1. This will allow
for the ongoing monitoring and maintenance of these areas during the operation of the pit.
The naturalization that will occur on the pit side-slopes and adjacent areas on the Wagner property will occur
progressively following extraction in each phase as outlined on Page 2 of 5 of the site plan, with the
exception of Zone 6 which will occur during the first five years of site preparation in Phase 1.
Zone 5, the rehabilitation of the access road through the Wagner woodlot will be the last area to be
rehabilitated.
All rehabilitation and compensation activities must occur prior to the Licence being surrendered.
Table 5: Summary and Timing of Rehabilitation and Compensation Activities

Zone/Feature
Pond & Adjacent
Wildlife Habitat

Description
A small pond with
adjacent turtle
nesting habitat will
be created north of
the proposed
licence area. The
pond area and
adjacent habitat
will be planted
using the species
identified in Table 1.

Approx.
Area
0.2ha

Timing
The pond and nesting
habitat will be created
within the first two years
of site preparation in
Phase 1.

•

•

•
Zone 1 –
Moderate Density
Tree & Shrub
plantings

Zone 2 – Low
Density,

Moderate density
tree and shrub
plantings will occur
in this area using
the species
specified in Table 3.

Low density and
supplemental tree
and shrub plantings

0.2ha

0.7ha

In the first planting
season that the access
road through the
Wagner Woodlot is
created, this area will be
planted using the
relocated forest soils.

•

This areas will be
planted within the first

•
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Monitoring &
Maintenance
For three years after
construction, the
turtle nesting habitat
will be tilled to
remove vegetation
and discourage plant
growth, if required.
Plantings will be
monitored annually
for 3 years after
planting. If required,
replacement
plantings will occur.
Removal of invasive
species on an
ongoing basis.
Plantings will be
monitored annually
for 3 years after
planting. If required,
replacement
plantings will occur.
Removal of invasive
species on an
ongoing basis.
Plantings will be
monitored annually
for 3 years after
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supplemental
plantings (Pods)

Zone 3 –
Supplemental tree
and shrub
planting

Zone 4 – No
plantings
Zone 5 –
Rehabilitation of
access road
through the
Wagner Woodlot

Zone 6 –
Northwest corner
within the Licence
boundary just
north of the limit
of extraction
Zone 7 – Pit sideslopes and
adjacent areas
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will occur in this
area using the
species specified in
Table 3.
Supplemental tree
and shrub plantings
will be added to
this area using the
species specified in
Table 3. This area is
naturalizing on its
own.

five years of site
preparation in Phase 1.
•
0.4ha

This area will be planted
within the first year of
site preparation
occurring in Phase 1.

•

•

planting. If required,
replacement
plantings will occur.
Removal of invasive
species on an
ongoing basis.
Plantings will be
monitored annually
for 3 years after
planting. If required,
replacement
plantings will occur.
Removal of invasive
species on an
ongoing basis.
Removal of invasive
species on an
ongoing basis.

No planting is
0.6ha
proposed in this
area as it is naturally
re-generating.
This area will be
0.2ha
reforested using the
planting list in Table
3.

n/a

•

The access road through
the woodlot will be
rehabilitated
immediately following
the rehabilitation of
Phase 1, when pit
operations are
completed.

This area will be
naturalized with
native grasses
(Table 4) and
supplemental tree
and shrub plantings
(Table 3)
This area will be
naturalized with
native grasses
(Table 4) and
supplemental tree
and shrub plantings
(Table 3)

1.5ha

This areas will be
planted within first five
years of site preparation
occurring in Phase 1.

• Plantings will be
monitored annually
for 3 years after
planting. If required,
replacement
plantings will occur.
• During the three year
monitoring period,
invasive species will
be monitored and
removed.
• Areas will be
monitored and
maintained until
they are selfsustaining (at least
90% coverage rate).

2.9ha

These areas will be
rehabilitated in
accordance with the
phasing outlined on
page 2 of 5 of the site
plan. The areas located
outside of the licenced
area on adjacent land
will be naturalized at the
same time as the
adjacent side-slopes
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The implementation of the mitigation and rehabilitation activities outlined in this ARM/EECP will ensure that
there are no negative impacts to the significant woodland or the Breslau PSW Complex as a result of the use
of the existing road and proposed new access road for pit operations. Both roads will be decommissioned,
as outlined in this document, once extraction of the pit is completed.
The ecological enhancement activities outlined in this plan will result in a net increase in approximately
6.5ha of naturalized and reforested area. The compensation and ecological enhancement activities will occur
within the Licenced area and on adjacent lands and will improve connectivity between the Breslau PSW
Complex to the west and the Hopewell Creek wetland complex to the east. Through the execution of the
planting naturalization/reforestation plan and creation of a new pond and specialized wildlife habitat, an
overall net-gain in ecological value will be achieved.
The following recommendations will replace and update notes 1.3.3, 1.4.3 and 1.3.5 on Page 4 of 5 of
the Aggregate Resources Act Site Plan.

Proposed Vegetation 1.3.3 and 1.4.3
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The extraction area (± 67.9 ha.) will be returned to agricultural use in accordance with the "Pit Floor
Agricultural Rehabilitation Sequence" detail on this page.
The rehabilitated side-slopes shall be seeded with a grass/legume seed mixture comprising white
clover, timothy and perennial ryegrass. The rehabilitated side slopes identified as part of the Shantz
Station Pit Ecological Enhancement and Compensation Plan will be revegetated in accordance with
the planting plan outlined in Tables 1 through 50 the Shantz Station Pit ARM/EECP.
The area cleared for the access road, through the woodlot, used during operations shall be
rehabilitated in accordance with the requirements outlined in the ARM/EECP.
The habitat compensation measures as outlined in the Natural Environment Report and further
detailed in the ARM/EECP will be implemented in full to offset potential impacts associated with the
construction of the Proposed Access Road through the significant woodland.
The mitigation, enhancement, and rehabilitation activities outlined in the ARM/EECP will be
implemented in full. All rehabilitation activities must be completed, and vegetation in a selfsustaining condition, prior to the License being surrendered.
The intent of the proposed ecological enhancements is to create an ecological linkage between the
northwest woodland/wetland and the Hopewell Creek valley system as well as to create enhanced
ecological buffers for existing natural features. The enhancement and compensation activities
outlined in the ARM/EECP includes approximately 6.5ha of new reforestation and naturalization
areas, including a new pond approximately 0.2 ha in size.
The list of plant species identified in the ARM/EECP will be used in the areas subject to reforestation
and naturalization that blends with the adjoining vegetation communities. Any compensation
activities proximate to or within identified species at risk habitat shall be reviewed to ensure
compliance with the ESA.

Progressive Rehabilitation 1.3.5
•
•

Progressive rehabilitation shall follow the Sequence of Operations diagram/notes on page 2 of 5
and Progressive Rehabilitation Sequence on this page.
The timing for the proposed ecological enhancement and compensation activities, as well as the
reforestation of the access road, will occur progressively as outlined in Table 5 of the ARM/EECP.
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Appendix B - Photos
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Photo 1 - View of FOD5-4 ELC community – approximate location of new
proposed access road through the Wagener Woodlot

Photo 2 - View of FOD5-4 ELC community – approximate location of new
proposed access road through the Wagener Woodlot
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Photo 3 - View of FOD5-4 ELC community – approximate location of new
proposed access road through the Wagener Woodlot

Photo 4 – Existing Access Road (1226 Maryhill Road). Although overgrown with
vegetation, the existing road base is approximately 6.2-12m wide
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Photo 5 – Existing Access Road (1226 Maryhill Road). Although overgrown with
vegetation, the existing road base is approximately 6.2-12m wide

Photo 6 – Existing Access Road (1226 Maryhill Road). Although overgrown with
vegetation, the existing road base is approximately 6.2-12m wide
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Appendix C - MTE Access Road Plan
and Profile Drawings
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